Bow to Bluff Public Realm Plan —
Design Update

December 2017

Great public spaces encourage
people to gather, recreate, explore
and discover.

Introduction
The City of Calgary is planning to improve the corridor along the
northwest C-train line from McHugh Bluff to the Bow River.
The corridor design began in 2012 as a community-led
initiative to develop an urban design framework that
would transform the public corridor along the Light Rail
Transit (LRT) line into a great public space. In the fall of
2016, The City began the process toward implementation
of the framework. Public and stakeholder engagement in
the spring of 2017 brought forward updated issues and
opportunities as well as program ideas to guide the Bow to
Bluff Public Realm Plan (The Plan).
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What has changed since the completion of the 2012 Urban Design
Framework?
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■■ Calgary Transit extension to the Light Rail Transit
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The Plan combines input from the public and stakeholders
regarding elements that contribute to the vitality of a place,
including traffic movement, fences, placemaking, safety,
play, gardens, cooking, cycling and strolling. The Plan
amends the proposed public realm improvements based
on new community and City input. As funding becomes
available, the revised design and associated budgets will
guide The City in determining the implementation process.
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(LRT) platform and installation of a power
substation
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■■ Battistella Developments condominium on 2nd
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Avenue and 9A Street
■■ Bucci development on 5th Avenue
■■ Minto development planned on 9A Street

■■ The previous City-owned warehouse on 2nd

Avenue and 9 Street has been demolished,
transformed into a temporary community space
and new plans for an affordable housing project are
ongoing
■■ City-implemented public-realm improvements,

including road narrowing and sidewalk widening
along 2nd Avenue between 9A and 10th Streets
■■ Lighting upgrades along 9A Street and through the

park spaces along the east side of the LRT line
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Project Timeline

AC T I V E L I V I N G PA R K
+ MEMORIAL DR.

The development of The Plan spans from late 2016 to early
2018. Feedback from the engagement informed the concept
design that will be used to seek funding from multiple
sources within The City.

Currently, funding is being acquired for a first phase of
detailed design and construction projected to occur in 2018.
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Vision + Objectives

Public Feedback

The Bow to Bluff Public Realm Plan transforms the corridor into a
conduit for social interaction, community building and sustainable
mobility.

On May 27, we received a total of 1,519 comments.

What are the objectives for this Plan?
The Bow to Bluff Design Framework identifies major
improvements within the existing corridor. The following
objectives apply to the existing public realm and the
creation of new spaces and routes:
■■ Shared streets - Create pedestrian and cycling

routes that are accessible, clear, convenient, safe
and well-signed
■■ Exciting parks - Provide innovative and attractive

parks that promote physical activities for all ages,
while ensuring new spaces and routes respond to
the functional requirement of the corridor

■■ Inclusive civic spaces - Offer more diverse places to

Design the Corridor. Give feedback on the programs and
design features they would like to see in the different areas.

On May 27, 2017, residents were invited to provide feedback
at an outdoor open house that took place at the containR
site. An online survey was also available from May 27th
to June 15th for the community to provide further input.
Participants engaged in the following tasks:

Prioritize. Rank the timing of the various improvements.
Corridor Elements and Programming. Select preferences
and comment on inspiration images to help create a more
detailed programming plan for the corridor.

Issues and Opportunities. Share ideas that could be used
to update the design plan using a map of the 2012 design
framework.

gather and enliven with festivals, events and placemaking activities
■■ Green open space - Improve the overall aesthetic

of the corridor with natural features and plantings
■■ Aesthetics - Beautify the LRT fence by

incorporating lighting, plantings, greater visibility
and patterns
■■ Visibility and safety - Enhance visibility and

integrate lighting along the corridor to increase the
feeling of safety

What We Heard
The top eight recommendations are as follows:

The top five elements and programs were:

■■ Add new vegetation and green space throughout

■■ Re-purposed container

■■ More community spaces for activities and functions

■■ Evening gathering space

■■ Improve pedestrian safety

■■ Community garden

■■ Create a better overall experience with

■■ Vegetated fence

more amenities

■■ Mural / art

■■ Provide more cycling infrastructure
■■ Better maintenance

Of the thirteen sub-projects proposed, the top five
priorities for construction were (see image below):

■■ More art

1. Parkette 3
2. Intersection (2 Ave NW and 9A ST NW)
3. LRT fence
4. Active living park and Memorial Dr
5. Green Walkway
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Bow to Bluff Community Event on May 27, 2017
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12. 9A Street
13. Parkette 1 +
Laneway Mews
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Issues + Opportunities
The most prominent condition on site is the LRT corridor running
north-south, with a fence dividing the Hillhurst and Sunnyside
communities.

Key opportunities for the public realm:
■■ Protect and enhance existing park spaces and routes

accessible and convenient for diverse modes of
travel and user groups
pedestrian connections, specifically across the LRT
line and high-vehicle traffic zones

■■ Poor connections for pedestrians and cyclists

throughout the corridor due to insufficient bike
routes through the area

impedes east-west connections

■■ Ensure new public spaces and routes complement

new and future development

■■ Low visibility from outside the corridor

■■ Underused and uninviting spaces due to a lack of

■■ Promote a sense of safety and increase sightlines

through the renewal of the LRT fence and upkeep of
existing vegetation
■■ Integrate the local heritage and culture into

the design

contributes to a cohesive identity within the
corridor
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Connection
Complete

amenities in the park spaces

■■ Design street furniture that is high-quality and

■■ Lack of active edges along key routes

defined uses and maintenance, particularly for the
triangular parkettes

■■ Create year-round visual interests and recreational

■■ Expand the cycling network and strengthen specific

pedestrian and cycle movement

■■ The existing LRT line creates a visual barrier and

details of site furnishings, accommodating weekly
community events and festivals

■■ Create new spaces and routes that are clear,

■■ Memorial Drive is an obstacle for north-south

The LRT corridor shifts from elevated to street level and
presents a significant visual and physical barrier east-west
across the corridor. The issues of the current conditions
are as follows:

■■ Design versatility into the layout as well as the
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Concept Design
The concept for the Bow to Bluff corridor responds to what we have
learned through public input and site analysis. It builds on the vision
established in the 2012 Bow to Bluff Framework. It is the roadmap for
implementation.
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Area 1 | McHugh Bluff to 5 Ave NW
The bridge underpass at the north end of the site forms
a gateway that announces entry to the corridor. A set of
stairs leads visitors towards McHugh Bluff, a grassy slope
area with stands of trees and native plants. A lookout at the
top of the stairs faces the revitalized 9A Street, enhanced
with new trees, shrubs and lighting along the LRT fence. At
the base of the slope, a portion of the vehicle turn-around
is paved in order to highlight connections to the existing

Area 2 | 5 Ave NW to 4 Ave NW

playground and the primary pathway. These pathway
connections are supported by easily identifiable signage that
helps newcomers and commuters navigate nearby parks
and cycling routes. A heavily used commuter route via the
laneway west of the LRT is converted into an attractive mews
to improve that cyclist link, while strengthening the frontage
zone against the small park, a currently underused open
space with valuable potential.

The underused triangular parkette to the east of the LRT
has the appropriate residential context to become a play
area. Crabapple trees arranged in a perfect semi-circle wrap
around a central play mound, defining the park’s edges.
Various play structures engaging different age groups are
designed into the mound, including a ramp, lookout and
slide. Ensuring accessibility and providing a sense of security
is crucial to the park’s success.

The open space west of the LRT consists primarily of a linear
vegetated strip. The widened pathway offers a clear visual
connection towards the bluff. Paved in a distinctive pattern,
the path expands in areas to create small gathering spaces.
Aspens planted on both sides of the path create a unique
experience of a forested walk interspersed with ornamental
shrubs.

• defined crossing

• lighting treatment
• widened pathway

• seating
• wayfinding signage

• paved crossing

• mound

• widened pathway
• enhanced plantings
• textured crossing
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4. Enhanced tree canopy

3. Trees and shrubs planted in rows

6. Pedestrian crossing
7. Laneway mews

3. Plantings to mitigate
climbing up slope and
help prevent erosion

2. Small gathering space

8. Existing small park
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2. Paving treatment
for pedestrian / cyclist
connections

1. Widened pathway
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5. Upgraded playground
to incorporate park
elements for all ages
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1. Improved slipresistance pathways
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Key Recommendations
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4. Triangle parkette / play area

Area 3 | 4 Ave NW to 2 Ave NW
This area is comprised of the Sunnyside C-train Station,
pedestrian crossings and street intersections. New LRT
gateways offer a contemporary approach of re-interpreting
the history of homestead culture and transportation in
this neighbourhood. Key improvements address both the

Area 4 | 9A Street NW
functional needs of allowing safe pedestrian passage across
the LRT as well as the aesthetic experience of crossing one
community into another. Design strategies such as raising
the ground plane by Sunnyside Station help promote traffic
calming measures by emphasizing shared space.

• LRT gateway

Pedestrian and cyclist comfort is enhanced by the surface
material of the road and revitalized LRT fence. For instance,
paving materials are more finely textured and detailed.
Additionally, interchangeable design panels can be fitted in
frequent intervals along the fence.

9A Street improvements encourage sustainability
through street tree planting and low impact development
interventions that help manage stormwater runoff,
while creating an unified theme along the corridor. The
improvements reclaim a primarily dominant driving space
into a streetscape that prioritizes multi-modal users.

• bike shelter

• design panels

• unit paving

• bike path
• unit paving
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1. Street intersection /
surface paving to
promote safe crossing
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9A ST NW

1. Street intersection /
surface paving to
promote safe crossing
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2. Modified curb for
traffic calming

2. Interchangeable design
panels

3. LRT crossing / gateway
+ bike-rack shelter

3. Delineated bike path
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4. Unit paving

4. Stormwatermanagement techniques

5. Raised table for leveled
crossing

5. Widened shared-use
pathway

Area 5 | 2 Ave NW to 1 Ave NW

Area 6 | Ave NW to Memorial Dr

This currently underused parkette envisions a space that
brings community together with food. A community oven
and large harvest table anchor the heart of the space.
Visibility into the parkette is improved by removing barriers
to facilitate better sightlines into the park from the street

intersection and the apartments abutting the laneway.
Extending paving into the park increases the site’s flexibility
and capacity to hold larger community events, such as
outdoor dining. The pathway along the corridor is widened
to enhance sightlines, legibility and wayfinding.

Located next to Memorial Drive, this area acts as a gateway
to the corridor and the community—made legible through
a signature group swing sweeping over the open lawn.
The swing works both as an interactive play feature and a
stunning sculptural element embedded with solar-powered
lights to extend its use into the night. Park users can swing

facing the river, community garden, small skateboard /
scooter area and towards each other. Main entry points to the
park are formalized through an arrival plaza at the overpass
landing and a 4-metre wide pathway that meets the sidewalk
along Memorial Drive. This primary pathway is activated with
amenities such as gardens, seating, ping-pong tables and
various outdoor games.

• feature swing

• pergola

• oven

• seating

• harvest table

• planters
• garden plots
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2. Removal of select visual barrier
to improve sightlines
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1. Street intersection / surface paving
to promote safe crossing

MO

1. Street intersection / surface
paving to promote safe crossing
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Key Recommendations
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2. Ping-pong tables
3. Community garden

3. Community oven
4. Feature group swing
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9A ST NW
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4. Harvest table with varying
heights to accommodate
standing and sitting
5. Unique paving
6. Planters along the LRT fence
9A ST NW

7. Widened pathway
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5. Skateboard area
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6. Community Kiosk
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7. Widened shared-use pathway
8. Custom furniture

Site Strategies

signage

The project vision and objectives were carried through into design
strategies for paving, vegetation, lighting and LRT fence treatment.
A visual identity will be established with materials and design to
create a cohesive theme along the corridor.

bollards

ping-pong
table

bar height
table

seating

receptacle
bike racks

The paving strategy aims to optimize comfort and
convenience for pedestrians and cyclists at busy street
intersections. Pavers are laid out in response to the
orientation of the street grid. Additionally, the use of unique
surfacing helps to animate gathering areas.

The planting design unifies the corridor with lines of trees
and shrubs, while creating “character areas” along the
corridor through a palette of native and ornamental species
selected for its spatial quality, colour and bloom schedule.
Pruning and selective removal are required to frame
views and enhance visibility into park spaces and along
the corridor. Low impact development techniques will be
incorporated to manage stormwater runoff.

PAVING A

PAVING C

PAVING B

CROSSING
CONNECTIONS

CHARACTER AREA
ENHANCE EXISTING
STREET TREE PLANTINGS

Wayfinding and site furnishings are designed as a family
of items to create a distinctive identity within the corridor.
Interpretation of the area’s history can be incorporated
into these elements. Materials chosen for site furnishings
should be consistent with the proposed built elements
on site.

1. Street light

2. Uplight

3. Signage

4. Fence post
sconces

5. Bollard

6. Feature lighting

Lighting helps create various types of ambiance along
the corridor to strengthen the sense of safety at night,
complementing the overhead area lighting. Small sconces
(4) fitted into the LRT fence posts illuminate walkways
and accentuate the rhythm of the rail corridor. Landscape
uplights (2) in planted areas and feature lighting (6) are
designed to bring out focal points along the corridor.
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shrubs + grasses

ornamental trees

street trees + ornamental shrubs
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1 Typical Fence

LRT FENCE (TYPICALLY TYPE 1)
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2 Planter

Good news!

LRT WALL

The renewed LRT Fence maintains the existing fence posts and
replaces the existing green panels with wooden slats topped
with a robust wire-mesh panel to achieve a level of transparency,
while keeping a clean modern look (1). The fence can adapt
to a variety of unique applications depending on the needs of
adjacent park spaces, from an ornamental green wall (2, 5) to an
interactive feature (6, 7).
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Some funding has been acquired and we are
reviewing new sources in order to construct
as much of the corridor as possible under
one phase of construction. We anticipate
that all funds available for the first phase of
construction will be in place by Spring 2018
and construction will commence in 2018. Once
plans have been finalized, we will update the
community on the work being implemented
and projected timelines.
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